Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Spatial weight matrices play an important role in econometrics to capture spatial effects \[[@CR1]\]. These matrices are used to generate spatial lag variables and spatial error models \[[@CR2]\]. Unfortunately, however, Geographic Information System (GIS) data are commonly provided at an aggregated geographic level in many national and international health surveys. In other words, participants are generally assigned a GIS location at a regional or district rather than small area level.

It is a common procedure that data surveyors attempt to aggregate collected data at a higher level in order to conceal the identity of survey participants. In terms of spatial data, one way of hiding the identity of participants is to aggregate individual-level to a higher level such as region or cluster \[[@CR3]\]. The Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) data uses the aggregation approach to protect respondents' confidentiality. As another example, UNICEF's Multiple Indicator Cluster Survey (MICS) collects cluster level data but only reports the regional level, which is a higher level of data \[[@CR3]\]. In addition to these examples, the Centres for Disease Control and Protection (CDC) and US Census Bureau also apply an aggregation approach in their health surveys \[[@CR3]\].

Given this issue, the following analytical challenges can arise. Generating spatial weight matrices based on distance using multiple observations of survey participants in the same area, such as households located in an identical location (or cluster), is not currently possible. This is mainly because multiple observations in the same location have identical information regarding longitude and latitude, so the distances between the observations become zero. Spatial regression assumes that every observation has unique location information. As such, a spatial weight matrix based on distance such as k-nearest neighbour or inverse distance cannot be generated in analyses using these data.

Moreover, it may not be possible to generate a spatial weight matrix since commonly used statistical packages have limitations in estimating a large size matrix. For example, the STATA statistical package limits the number of N to 11,000. Consequently, statistical packages that calculate spatial weight matrices such as 'SPMAT' \[[@CR4]\] and 'spwmatrix' \[[@CR5]\] do not function for datasets that exceed N = 11,000. Likewise, the limit of vectors that can be used within the R package is 2,147,483,647; however, this is not suitable for a 4 GB memory computer and inevitably requires additional memory \[[@CR6]\]. One alternative is to use a special matrix language such as 'Mata' in STATA because Mata has no limits in calculating the matrix \[[@CR7]\]; however, it can be burdensome for researchers to learn another statistical language. In practice, analyses of many national and international health survey datasets face both of these methodological challenges, and the existing literatures does not suggest a way of alleviating these challenges \[[@CR8]--[@CR10]\].

This study therefore presents a novel bootstrap-based method approach for generating an inverse distance weight matrix when multiple observations have an identical location in large health surveys.

Methods {#Sec2}
=======

Spatial weight matrix {#Sec3}
---------------------

A spatial weight matrix is used to represent the spatial structure within a dataset. The spatial weight matrix, **W**, is an n x n non negative matrix that has an element of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ W_{ij} $$\end{document}$, which is the weight at each location i, j. There are a number of approaches to generate a spatial weight matrix \[[@CR10]\]. Amongst them, the spatial inverse distance weight matrix is a popular method as it is relatively simple to calculate the weights \[[@CR8]\]. The spatial inverse distance weight matrix can be expressed as$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In general, a spatial lag model is expressed as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ y = \rho Wy + X\beta + \varepsilon $$\end{document}$$where ρ is a coefficient for a spatial lag variable *y* is a *n *× 1 vector of the dependent variable, *W* is a *n *× *n* spatial weights matrix, *e* is a vector of error terms, and β is a vector of regression coefficients \[[@CR10]\]. The concepts of Moran's I and the bootstrap method are explained in [Appendix](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}.

The reliability of simulation {#Sec4}
-----------------------------

The reliability of a simulation can be confirmed by estimating the following concepts: coverage probability and mean squared error (MSE) \[[@CR11], [@CR12]\]. Coverage probability represents the probability that the confidence interval contains the true value of the variable of interest. In general, approximately 95% probability of coverage is said to be reliable \[[@CR13]\]. The accuracy of the simulation can also be checked using MSE statistics \[[@CR14]\]:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \beta $$\end{document}$ is a true value of the parameter. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \hat{\beta } $$\end{document}$ is the value of the bootstrap simulation. It is desirable to have a MSE value close to zero \[[@CR13]\].

Basic idea of the model {#Sec5}
-----------------------

This study focuses on the following comparison. An inverse distance weight matrix was generated without random sampling using original DHS data. Distance was defined as Euclidean distance \[[@CR15]\]. To avoid the technical errors derived from the insufficient memory, an inverse distance weight matrix was generated with Mata language using STATA \[[@CR7]\]. Furthermore, another inverse distance weight matrix based on random sampling was generated in order to compare the result with the matrix generated using the Mata language. To do so, 10,000 bootstraps were performed, selecting one observation from one cluster; that is, a total of 850 observations were used to generate the spatial weight matrix using the bootstrap method within the SPMAT package \[[@CR4]\]. A bootstrap method was carried out with 'bsample' and 'simulate' commands in STATA \[[@CR16]\]. This random sampling can avoid the problem that the denominator in Eq. ([1](#Equ1){ref-type=""}) becomes zero as a result of multiple observations being given identical coordinates. Regardless of the number of iterations, this matrix will be constant because a random sample drawn from each of the clusters offers identical distance, given the constant distance between clusters. A spatial probit model \[[@CR17], [@CR18]\] was also considered as the outcome variable in our applied example is a binary variable.

Based on the literature about the association between spatial access to HIV care \[[@CR20]--[@CR22]\] and education \[[@CR20]\] and income \[[@CR19]--[@CR22]\], the spatial lag model used in this study is as follows.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ HIV\; testing = \rho W*HIV\; testing + \beta_{1} *{\text{income }} + \beta_{2} *{\text{education}} + \varepsilon . $$\end{document}$$

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec6}
--------------------

An alternative dependent variable (visiting any type of health services over the last 12 months) was also selected because it showed a higher value of Moran's I (0.009 for women and 0.01 for men) than that for the variable of 'HIV testing' in the study dataset. Based on the existing literature \[[@CR20], [@CR23], [@CR24]\], a model of using 'visiting health services' as a dependent variable, and wealth and education as independent variables was also considered.

Data {#Sec7}
----

DHS data for Malawi was used for this study. This survey provides nationally representative data for several developing countries with respect to socioeconomic status such as wealth, as well as clinical information such as mode of delivery and HIV testing \[[@CR25]\]. The DHS collects GIS data at a cluster level rather than providing coordinates for each observation of a participant. As an example, DHS Malawi 2015--2016 offers only 850 cluster level GIS values for approximately 24,000 participants. The focus of this study is on HIV test uptake, which is defined as 'ever tested for HIV'. This data was obtained from women and men age 15--49 years and covers the lifetime of the respondent \[[@CR26]\].

Results {#Sec8}
=======

A descriptive table of data used in this study is provided in [Appendix](#Sec13){ref-type="sec"}. The analysed dataset includes 7289 women and 17,273 men. Both samples were drawn from 850 clusters.

Moran's I {#Sec9}
---------

Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} shows results for Moran's I statistic. The statistic for Moran's I is close to zero, suggesting that spatial autocorrelation in this study was weak. Nevertheless, the p-values for the Moran's I statistic are significant for both women and men (p \< 0.001). The bootstrap simulation result shows a small difference from the original result. For women, the Moran's I statistics based on the original data and 10,000 bootstrap iterations were 0.004 and 0.002, respectively. Similarly, Moran's I statistics for men were 0.003 and 0.002, respectively. The sign for the coefficients for the simulated results is identical to that for the original data and the result provides a small bias. These results suggest that the bootstrapping simulation offers close results to those based on the original data despite the weak spatial autocorrelation.Table 1Moran's I statisticsWomenMenMoran's IStandard deviationP-valueMoran's IStandard deviationP-valueOriginal data0.0040.0010.000Original0.0030.00030.00010,000 iteration0.0020.0050.26710,000 iteration0.0020.0060.260

Regression results {#Sec10}
------------------

Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} presents the regression results using the original data and using bootstrap simulations. The reliability of the bootstrapped results is checked using coverage probabilities and mean squared errors \[[@CR11]\]. For women and men, as an example, the coverage probabilities following 5000 iterations of the wealth variable were 95.3% and 95.1%, respectively. In the same manner, the coverage probabilities for the wealth variable following 10,000 bootstrap simulations were 95.0% and to 95.6%, respectively.Table 2OLS regression (HIV testing)Coef^b^SECI (lower)CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSEWomen Original data^a^  Spatial lag1.1590.2260.7161.603  Wealth0.0030.003− 0.0030.010  Education0.0080.007− 0.0070.022 5000 simulation  Wealth0.0080.009− 0.0100.02694.50.0001  Education0.0110.018− 0.0250.04697.80.0003 10,000 simulation  Wealth0.0080.009− 0.0100.02695.00.0001  Education0.0110.018− 0.0240.04697.90.0003Men Original data^a^  Spatial lag1.3370.1711.0011.672  Wealth− 0.0110.002− 0.016− 0.007  Education0.0180.0050.0090.027  \_cons− 0.2700.144− 0.5520.013 5000 simulation  Wealth− 0.0100.009− 0.0290.00995.10.0003  Education0.0190.019− 0.0190.05696.60.0005 10,000 simulation  Wealth− 0.0100.009− 0.0280.00895.60.0001  Education0.0190.019− 0.0190.05697.00.0004*MSE* mean squared error^a^Row normalised^b^This was estimated using spmat and spreg package in Stata

MSE values obtained by bootstrapping were close to zero. The MSEs following both 5000 and 10,000 iterations for men were 0.0001 (wealth) and 0.0004 (education), respectively. Likewise, the MSEs for the wealth and education variables for women were 0.0001 and 0.0003, respectively. One recommended approach for using the confidence interval is to check the reliability of simulation results \[[@CR12]\]. Although it is not possible to accurately estimate this parameter as the confidence interval changes from a negative to a positive sign, the values of the regression coefficients from the original data fall into the bootstrapped confidence interval of the simulated data.

Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} presents the regression results using a spatial probit model. It can be seen that there is no difference between 5000 iterations and 10,000 iterations in terms of the magnitude of coefficients. The coefficient values are contained in the bootstrap confidence intervals (− 0.036 to 0.104 for the wealth variable following 10,000 iterations; and − 0.095 to 0.198 for the education variable following 10,000 iterations). Moreover, the coverage probabilities are close to 95%. For men, the independent variables show a similar pattern. The coefficient values are close to the true values (− 0.048 vs − 0.040 for wealth; 0.079 vs 0.087 for education) and contained in the bootstrap confidence intervals. Again, the coverage probability varies from 94.7 to 96.5%. To sum up, the simulation results are predictive of true values generated from the original data.Table 3Spatial probit (HIV testing)CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Women splag4.3710.8652.6766.067 Wealth0.0130.013− 0.0130.040 Education0.0330.029− 0.0230.090CoefSEBoot CI (lower)Boot CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSE5000 simulation Wealth0.0350.035345− 0.0350.10494.10.002 Education0.0510.073127− 0.0920.19497.60.00610,000 simulation Wealth0.0340.035677− 0.0360.10494.40.002 Education0.0510.074628− 0.0950.19897.30.006CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSEMen splag5.5060.7094.1176.895 Wealth− 0.0480.009− 0.0660.030 Education0.0790.0200.0400.118 \_cons− 3.5700.597− 4.741− 2.4005000 simulation Wealth− 0.0400.040929− 0.1200.04094.80.002 Education0.0860.085585− 0.0820.25496.40.00710,000 simulation Wealth− 0.0400.041274− 0.1210.04194.70.002 Education0.0870.084701− 0.0790.25396.50.007

Sensitivity analysis {#Sec11}
--------------------

A sensitivity analysis was performed using another dependent variable (visiting health services) that had a higher Moran's I values, namely 0.009 for women and 0.01 for men. The simulated results are similar to the estimated values of the coefficients of the regression. The coverage probabilities were 95.4% and 96.6% for wealth and education, respectively. In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}, for men and following 10,000 iterations, the values (− 0.012 for wealth and 0.019 for education) were also contained within the bootstrap confidence intervals (− 0.038 to 0.011 for wealth and − 0.035 to 0.072 for education). Again, in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}, the values (− 0.031 for wealth and 0.053 for education) fall into the bootstrap confidence intervals. The MSEs were close to zero. In brief, the results of this sensitivity analysis were consistent with the simulated results that used HIV test uptake as the dependent variable.Table 4Sensitivity analysis---OLS (health service use)CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Women Original data^a^  Spatial lag1.6450.1591.3331.956  Wealth− 0.0120.004− 0.020− 0.003  Education0.0290.0090.0110.048  Constant− 0.3820.094− 0.566− 0.198CoefSEBoot CI (lower)Boot CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSE5000 simulation Wealth− 0.0070.012− 0.0300.01795.40.000169 Education0.0240.025− 0.0250.07496.50.00065910,000 simulation Wealth− 0.0070.012− 0.0300.01695.40.000166 Education0.0250.025− 0.0240.07596.60.000651CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Men Original data^a^  Spatial lag− 0.0530.045− 0.1420.036  Wealth− 0.0120.003− 0.018− 0.006  Education0.0190.0060.0070.032  Constant0.7120.0520.6110.813CoefSEBoot CI (lower)Boot CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSE5000 simulation Wealth− 0.0140.013− 0.0390.01195.30.000165 Education0.0190.028− 0.0360.07395.20.00077310,000 simulation Wealth− 0.0140.013− 0.0380.01195.40.000161 Education0.0180.027− 0.0350.07295.80.000752^a^Row normalised Table 5Sensitivity analysis---spatial probit model (health service use)CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Women Original data^a^  splag4.3100.4203.4865.134  Wealth− 0.0300.011− 0.052− 0.008  Education0.0760.0240.0280.124  \_cons− 2.3190.248− 2.805− 1.832CoefSEBoot CI (lower)Boot CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSE5000 simulation Wealth− 0.0120.029− 0.0700.04594.60.001 Education0.0680.065− 0.0600.19597.00.00410,000 simulation Wealth− 0.0120.030− 0.0710.04794.40.001 Education0.0660.065− 0.0610.19396.80.004CoefSECI (lower)CI (higher)Men Original data^a^  splag5.4190.2914.8485.990  Wealth− 0.0310.008− 0.046− 0.016  Education0.0530.0170.0200.086  \_cons− 3.0500.187− 3.417− 2.683CoefSEBoot CI (lower)Boot CI (higher)Coverage probability (%)MSE5000 simulation Wealth− 0.0320.033− 0.0970.03296.20.001 Education0.0570.073− 0.0860.19995.70.00510,000 simulation Wealth− 0.0320.033− 0.0960.03296.30.001 Education0.0570.074− 0.0880.20195.70.005^a^Row normalised

Discussion {#Sec12}
==========

This study applies a bootstrap method to generate an inverse distance weight matrix in the context of a large health survey with multiple observations in identical geographical locations. A number of global health surveys use the aggregation approach to protect participants' identity, so this prohibits researchers from generating distance based spatial weight matrices. This paper attempts to resolve this problem by introducing a bootstrapping method in generating inverse distance spatial weight matrices. Spatial regression using a matrix programming language, Mata, was carried out and the result was compared with the result of spatial regression based on bootstrapping. The results following use of the bootstrap were consistent with the results that used the original data, and coverage probabilities support the bootstrap results provided in this study.

A few limitations need to be noted. Firstly, it was not possible to identify a variable of higher Moran's I value. It is possible that due to the small Moran's I value, the spatial lag variable does not sufficiently capture the spatial effect. Consequently, because of the small spatial effect captured by the spatial lag variable, the coefficients for the independent variables will not vary considerably. However, the sensitivity analyses generated consistent results with those using HIV test uptake as the dependent variable even when Moran's I values increased by ten times for men and two times for women. Secondly, the suggested approach was applied only to a spatial lag model with a binary variable. It is not certain whether consistent results can be obtained for multiple choice models such as the ordered choice model. Despite these limitations, the advantage of using the bootstrap method approach for generating an inverse distance weight matrix is that it is able to simplify the calculation of the spatial weight matrix regardless of the size of a matrix.

In conclusion, this study suggests a simplified approach to generating inverse distance weight matrices for spatial analyses. This methodological approach is likely to be of practical value when big data issues or duplicated GIS information arise.

Appendix {#Sec13}
========

Moran's I

Moran's I is a widely used measure to detect spatial autocorrelation. This index ranges from − 1 to + 1. A negative outcome means that there is negative spatial autocorrelation; likewise, a positive outcome means that there is positive spatial autocorrelation.$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ X_{j} $$\end{document}$ is the variable at the location j and W is the spatial weight index.Bootstrap method

The bootstrap method was introduced by Efron \[[@CR27]\]. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We iterate the process N times and get $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$ \hat{\theta }^{\left( t \right)} $$\end{document}$, which can be used for simulation \[[@CR28]\]. An important feature of the bootstrap method is that resampling should be carried out with replacement \[[@CR16], [@CR28], [@CR29]\]. In other words, this means that in the simulated data, some observations may occur more than once whereas others will not occur at all.Appendix 1Descriptive summary---dataWomenMenNMeanSTDChi-2NMeanSTDChi-2HIV testing7,2890.820.38HIV testing17,2730.850.36Wealth index7,2892.921.49Wealth index17,2733.311.41Education level7,2891.200.69Education level17,2731.180.65YesNoYesNoNPercentNPercentNPercentNPercentHIV testing5,99582.251,29417.750\< 0.001^a^HIV testing14,60784.572,66615.43\<0.001^a^Wealth indexWealth index Poorest1,49720.543264.47 Poorest2,11412.243421.98 Poorer1,05314.452743.76 Poorer2,66615.434362.52 Middle1,01613.942483.40 Middle2,72215.765223.02 Richer1,11315.272122.91 Richer3,00217.385703.30 Richest1,31618.052343.21 Richest4,10323.757964.615,99582.251,29417.75\< 0.00114,60784.572,66615.430.011Education levelEducation level No education74710.251311.80 No education1,6359.472661.54 Primary3,48147.7684611.61 Primary8,96151.881,74010.07 Secondary1,51320.763004.12 Secondary3,61120.916373.69 Higher2543.48170.23\< 0.001 Higher4002.32230.13\< 0.001^a^This was estimated using a one sample t-test
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